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Cyber threats are pervasive and increasingly sophisticated. When successful, they can

compromise data, disrupt operations, and damage an organization’s reputation.

Today’s security and business leaders face an exponential growth in threats in parallel

with the challenges of evaluating the best solutions to counter these threats, all while

compliance requirements continue to evolve. The complexities don’t stop there.

As per the results of our 2023 Global Future of Cyber Survey, these challenges appear to

di�er by country and region (Americas, EMEA and APAC). Each region has a varying

cyber maturity and risk pro�le, alongside disparate regulatory requirements. Given

this variability, how can global organizations best assess their cybersecurity

investments and the value gained from them? In addition, how can they assess and

prioritize the top threat actors in a speci�c region and identify cyber incident patterns

to help mitigate their impact?

 •   • 

https://www.deloitte.com/global/en/services/risk-advisory/content/future-of-cyber.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights.html
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This analysis, based on 1,110 anonymous respondents to a survey covering 20

countries (see, “Methodology”), assesses global cybersecurity threat trends that equip

leaders with data to help them tailor cyber strategies based on regional and/or country

benchmarks. The analysis highlights the regions and countries that are reporting the

greatest cyber incidents, threats that are most prevalent, what impacts are experienced

most by each region, and where organizations are seeing the most cyber investment

value. We combined this information to help organizations better inform a global

cyber strategy as well as provide recommended steps companies can take (by region)

to help shore up cybersecurity weaknesses.

EMEA noted the most cyber incidents, while
APAC saw the fewest
Despite some of the most stringent security and privacy requirements, our survey

showed that organizations within EMEA experienced the highest number of cyber

incidents.
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In the last year, our survey indicated that organizations in EMEA experienced the

highest number of cyber incidents, with 20% of respondents experiencing 11 or more

incidents in a year. Germany and the United Kingdom topped the list (both at 25%)

with Germany reporting the highest number of malware incidents in 2021 –

Germany's Federal O�ce for Information Security (BSI) detected 553,000 malware

variants in a single day in February 2021. At the time, BSI  raised the threat level from

“tense” to “tense-to-critical,” indicating the need for organizations to be on high

alert. An outlier within EMEA was France; they reported fewer signi�cant incidents

than the EMEA region and global overall respondents.  
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APAC trended better than the average, in part driven by Singapore, which had the

least number of signi�cant cyber incidents (8%) in the APAC region. Australia (15%),

Japan (13%) and China (13%), had a higher number of signi�cant cyber incidents.

Importantly, fewer known incidents does not necessarily mean an organization

experiences fewer incidents overall. Organizations may be experiencing cyber

incidents that they are unaware of given the maturity of their threat detection

capabilities.

Respondents from the Americas reported cyber incidents at par with the global

average, with the US slightly more likely to report a high number of incidents than

Canadian organizations by six percentage points.

Criminal threats are of deepest concern
When given six potential threat actors to choose from, nearly 40% of respondents

across all three regions reported that cybercrime (cyber criminals and organized crime)

was the greatest concern. This data illustrates the all-pervasive nature of cybercrime,

which was reported as having an especially high level of concern in the Netherlands

(56%) and China (50%). 

The second leading threat actor concerning organizations were cyber terrorists and

hacktivists (34%), led by the UK (41%) and China (40%). China seems especially

vulnerable potentially due to a proliferating digital and e-commerce ecosystem in the

country.
2
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Overall, APAC organizations were most concerned with nation-state and trusted

third-party threats, led by Singapore at 12% for nation states (5% above the global

average) and Australia at 9% for trusted third parties (3% higher than the average).

As organizations look to combat these threat actors, a multifaceted third-party risk

program can help remediate security concerns before they develop into breaches.

With regard to France speci�cally, our data indicates an above-average concern with

malicious employees (8% higher than the global average). This may be due to the

study’s high representation of respondents from the �nancial services industry in
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France (24% in France vs. 17% globally), a sector recorded as susceptible to insider

attacks.

Conversely, the concerns related to malicious employees in the Americas, led by

Canada at 9%, may have di�erent causes. We see that disgruntled employees seeking

to compromise sensitive company data is one of the key drivers of insider attacks. In

2020, Canada witnessed a high number of layo�s  that could have incited agitated

employees to act out against their former employers.

All three regions are concerned with
‘phishing, malware, and ransomware’
‘Phishing, malware, and ransomware’ incidents were the most prevalent

threats/tools/techniques (TTT) across every region, with China at 50%, leading by

8%, followed by Germany at 48%. These countries’ high concern here relates directly

to the high number of incidents mentioned earlier (�gure 1) and a 60% spike in

ransomware incidents reported as of March 2023.  Organizations in China and

Germany, more than others, should focus on educational programs related to social

engineering, as well as malware detection software and capabilities that would

minimize the risk of ransomware attacks.
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Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks—which prevent users from accessing systems,

networks, or platforms—were reported as the next most prevalent across all

geographies. Singapore (36%) and Australia (33%) showed the most concern,

reporting record-breaking incidents in 2023.  Organizations should minimize

potential points of entry to reduce the attack surface area, plan for scaling up their

network to handle large volumes of tra�c, and deploy experienced support to

di�erentiate between legitimate and illegitimate tra�c patterns.

Advanced persistent threats (APTs)—where a well-resourced adversary engages in

sophisticated malicious cyber activity—were an above average concern in France at

24% (six percentage points higher than average).  
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Similarly, Japan saw APTs as a greater concern than other countries at 23% (�ve

percentage points higher than other countries).

Operational impacts a�ected all regions.
While cyber incidents can lead to a number of potential impacts, our data suggests

that �nancial loss, operational disruption, and brand damage were most concerning

for survey respondents (�gure 4). 

Of note, all three regions reported they are impacted most by operational disruption

(56% overall).  Brand damage ranked second, driven most by “loss of customer trust

or negative brand impact.” Financial impacts, while not insigni�cant, were reportedly

su�ered the least across all regions (54%), with the exception being the US, Australia,

and the UK.
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The Americas reported the highest negative impact across all three categories—

operational disruption, brand damage, and �nancial impact—led by the US (66%).

EMEA, on the other hand, su�ered a lower-than-average impact from �nancial

consequences, almost at par with the overall average for operational and brand

consequences, led by the Netherlands (63%) and Germany (60%).
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Given that our earlier analysis (�gure 1) found that the US and EMEA had an

average-to-high number of cyber incidents, it is possible that respondents are not fully

accounting for all three categories of negative consequences. We conducted additional

analysis to examine the negative consequences experienced by the organizations with

the highest number of cyber incidents (16+) and found that these organizations (74%)

ranked “loss of revenue” and “IP theft” equally as their top negative consequence.

Translating insights to action: Driving more
value from cyber investments
The �ndings above can help organizations better target cybersecurity investments.

Greater threat intelligence  is the cornerstone of a robust cybersecurity process.

However, global organizations have di�culty assessing the right "spend vs. value"

ratio. Keeping regional observations in mind, organizations can assess and recalibrate

their cyber strategies, spend, and capabilities to drive greater resilience and trust, and

protect and preserve long-term value.

Guide your threat response based on unique regional
pain points  

Organizations with a high number of cyber incidents and the pervasive threat of these

incidents aren’t exactly ahead of the game, but heightened awareness is a solid

In October 2022, a ransomware incident  in Anhalt-Bi�erfeld, Germany, forced the regional

authority to declare a state of disaster, shut citizen-related services for 200+ days, and declare

it the country's �rst “cyber catastrophe.”

Big incidents have multi-dimensional,
negative impacts that can be bigger
than organizations know
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foundation on which to create strategic, innovative, and targeted cyber strategies that

improve resilience and enable digital trust.

Below we discuss some tailored strategies that can help guide your cybersecurity

e�orts. While ideally a holistic cyber incident and response program would encompass

all these strategies, given each region’s most pervasive challenges, these actions line up

with their incident pro�le, based on our data (�gure 5).

Organizations with more strategic cyber investments
emerged as clear winners.
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Our data tells us that when it comes to cybersecurity, you get what you pay for.

Regional spend leaders, such as APAC, with “large spend” (US$750M+) saw more

value from eight out of nine cyber services asked about in our analysis  (�gure 6).
6
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Conversely, our additional analysis (see, "Methodology") uncovered that based on

the number of cyber incidents, a �rm has di�erent spending patterns.12 Organizations

most impacted by cyber incidents (cluster 4) tended to spend less than other

organizations in almost every budget range except the US$5B+ spend range where

they were second to last (�gure 7).
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Your spending should be based on top threat trends and priorities where a particular

country may be more at risk than others, creating better, more targeted strategies.

Prioritize strategy, cyber cloud, and data protection
and privacy for the most impact

Globally, organizations are gaining high to very high value from all the cybersecurity

services in which they’re investing, but which capabilities drive the most value?

Cybersecurity strategy, cyber cloud, and data protection and privacy seem to be the

top value-driving capabilities across all three regions, according to nearly 75% of the

respondents.
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APAC and the Americas are value leaders (77-80% for the top three technologies), led

by Singapore and China.

It’s unclear why, but EMEA underperformed as value laggards in gaining value from

these services, with major economies like Germany lagging by 11 percentage points
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vs. the overall average. This could be because their implementation of these

capabilities has not been able to keep pace with the breadth and scale of the incidents

organizations have been experiencing as of late. Detect and respond capabilities are

particularly low in EMEA (by four percentage points vs. the global average), and a

foundational place to start.

Organizations are facing an increasingly challenging threat landscape. Regional

intelligence can inform more focused cyber strategies and should minimize the

potential operational and �nancial damage from cyber incidents. Strong programs

look at where the threats are and adjust strategies accordingly. This takes the power

out of their hands and keeps it in yours.

Survey methodology
Our research aims to provide an understanding of the cybersecurity threat trends and

di�erences among the three regions—Americas, EMEA, and APAC—when it comes to

today’s global cyber threat landscape.

We analyzed 1,110 responses to the 2023 Global Future of Cyber Survey conducted

from September to October in 2022 and grouped them into the three regions.

We also examined statistically signi�cant di�erences across 10 selected countries

including Australia, Canada, China, France, Germany, Japan, the Netherlands,

Singapore, the UK, and the US, based on a total number of respondents in each

country (40+) and an equitable distribution of responses across industries to be

considered reasonably representative.

The four cyber incident pro�les or clusters appearing in this analysis were based on

the same four survey questions on the number of threats, actors, tools and techniques,

and negative consequences in the survey. These questions were the input to a

hierarchical cluster analysis with clusters validated via a factor analysis. The resulting

clusters were then examined across the full survey to provide additional insights on

cyber spend pro�les in relation to incidents.
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